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Abstract. Alignment of words and multiword units plays an important role in
many natural language processing applications, such as example-based ma-
chine translation, transfer rule learning for machine translation, bilingual lexi-
cography, word sense disambiguation, etc. In this paper we describe LIHLA, a
lexical aligner which uses bilingual probabilistic lexicons generated by a freely
available set of tools (NATools) and language-independent heuristics to find
links between single words and multiword units in Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish
and English parallel texts. The method has achieved a precision of 92.48% and
84.35% and a recall of 88.32% and 76.39% on Brazilian Portuguese–Spanish
and Brazilian Portuguese–English parallel texts, respectively.

1. Introduction

Alignment of words and multiword units plays an important role in many natural
language processing (NLP) applications, such as example-based machine translation
(EBMT) [Somers 1999] and statistical machine translation (SMT) [Ayan et al. 2004,
Och and Ney 2000], transfer rule learning [Carl 2001, Menezes and Richardson 2001],
bilingual lexicography [Ǵomez Guinovart and Sacau Fontenla 2004], and word sense di-
sambiguation [Gale et al. 1992], among others.

Aligning two (or more) texts means finding correspondences (translation equi-
valences) between segments (paragraphs, sentences, words, etc.) of the source text and
segments of its translation (the target text). In this paper the focus is on lexical alignment,
that is, alignment between single words and multiword units in Brazilian Portuguese (pt ),
Spanish (es ) and English (en) parallel texts.

In the last years, several lexical alignment systems have been proposed in the lite-
rature achieving precision and recall values between 71–84% and 61–81%, respectively,
for several different language pairs. Among all of them, statistical systems are considered
to be the state of the art (e.g., [Hiemstra 1998] and [Och and Ney 2000]). Although these
systems provide quite satisfactory results they can not deal properly with syntactic diffe-
rences between languages, such as non-consecutive phrasal information, long-range de-
pendencies [Ayan et al. 2004] and alignments involving multiword units. These problems
are very frequent in lexical alignment and unfortunately also very difficult to handle.
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Following the same idea of many recently proposed approaches on lexical align-
ment (e.g., [Wu and Wang 2004] and [Ayan et al. 2004]), the method described in this
paper, LIHLA (Language-Independent Heuristics Lexical Aligner), tries to solve some of
these problems by using statistical alignments between single words (defined in bilingual
probabilistic lexicons) as a starting point, and by applying language-independent heuris-
tics to them, aiming at finding the best alignments between words or multiword units.

Although the most frequent alignment category is1 : 1 (in which one source word
is translated exactly as one target word), other categories such as omissions (1 : 0 or 0 : 1)
or those involving multiword units (n : m, with n and/orm ≥ 1) are also possible. An
example of alignment involving a multiword unit is the1 : 2 alignment betweenpt word
dosandes multiword unitde los.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents an overview of bilingual
lexicon generation and section 3 explains how LIHLA works. Section 4 describes some
experiments carried out with LIHLA and their results. Finally, in section 5, some con-
cluding remarks are presented.

2. Bilingual lexicon generation
As its first step, LIHLA uses alignments between single words defined in two statisti-
cal bilingual lexicons (source–target and target–source) generated using NATools.1 To
generate these bilingual lexicons, the parallel texts have to be sentence-aligned. In the
experiments described here, sentence alignment was carrried out using a version of Trans-
lation Corpus Aligner (TCA) [Hofland 1996], but any other sentence alignment method
proposed in the literature could be similarly used, such as the well-known method of Gale
and Church (1991).2

The automatically sentence-aligned texts were not post-processed for correction
of misalignments because we believe that a few misaligned sentences will not signifi-
cantly degrade the translation probabilities of all words in the corpus considering the way
NATools generates the bilingual lexicons. Furthermore, it is important to say that the sen-
tence alignment produced in this step is not used by LIHLA (version 1.0) since it takes
raw texts in spite of aligned ones as its input.

So, given two sentence-aligned corpus files, the NATools word aligner —based
on the Twenty-One system [Hiemstra 1998]— counts the co-occurrences of words in all
aligned sentence pairs and builds a sparse matrix of word-to-word probabilities (Model A)
using an iterative expectation-maximization algorithm (5 iterations by default). Finally,
the elements with higher values in the matrix are chosen to compose two probabilis-
tic bilingual lexicons (source–target and target–source) [Simões and Almeida 2003]. For
each word in the corpus, each bilingual lexicon gives: the number of occurrences of that
word in the corpus (its absolute frequency) and its most likely translations together with
their probabilities.

Figure 1 shows an entry in thept –es bilingual lexicon to thept worddos. In this
example, the best translation islos and the second one isde. It is due to the fact that the

1NATools is a set of tools developed to work with parallel corpora, which is freely available inhttp:
//natura.di.uminho.pt/natura/natura/ .

2For more information on sentence alignment methods see PESA (Portuguese-English Sentence Align-
ment) project home-page:http://www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/projects/PESA.html .
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pt worddoscan be translated into Spanish as several combinations of other prepositions
plus the definite articlelos or just the article. Also, the probability of omission of its
translation (indicated by\(null \)) is specified which is higher than the probability of
its translation asdosor la.

"dos" => {
count = > 2196,
trans = > {

"los" = > 0.74646669626236,
"de" = > 0.178675398230553,
" \(null \)" = > 0.0156443770974874,
"dos" = > 0.0111551126465201,
"la" = > 0.00522150145843625,

},
},

Figure 1. Possible translations for pt word dos in the pt –es bilingual lexicon

3. How LIHLA works
In spite of the fact that sentence alignment has been performed previously for lexicon
generation (see section 2), the texts are presented to LIHLA (version 1.0) without any
sentence alignment marks. So, given a pair of raw parallel texts and two bilingual lexicons
(those generated by NATools in the previous step), LIHLA tries to find the best alignment
between source and target tokens (words, numbers, special characters, etc.) following the
algorithm on Figure 2. As its output, LIHLA produces a setA of alignments(α : β)
whereα is a sequence of one or more source tokens (separated by ‘+ ’), andβ is a similar
sequence of target tokens.

For each source tokensj, LIHLA establishes a correspondence window (the area
where the correspondences will be looked for) and takes those source and target tokens
inside this window with the same type (word or special character3) assj as possible trans-
lations of each other. Those source and target tokens are stored in source (CS) and target
(CT ) candidate sets, respectively (line 4). The length of the correspondence window is
calculated as the average sentence length on both texts and the window is centered regard-
ing the positions ofsj and the previously aligned tokens around it (if possible).

Then, if sj is a special character LIHLA looks for a special character inCT —
priorizing identical ones— by means of thealign char function (line 6) which returns
an alignment(sj : β) whereβ can be a target special character or thenull word (indica-
ting an omission alignment). Otherwise, ifsj is a word, language-independent heuristics
are applied to the words inCS and the words inCT (lines 8 to 31) aiming at finding the
best possible lexical alignments betweensj (and maybe other words inCS) and one or
more words inCT .

First of all, LIHLA priorizes a target word which is identical tosj, to find exact
matches, for instance, between proper names and numbers. If this word is found then a

3Each token in a source/target sentence is classified as a word if it contains at least one alphanumeric
character or as a special character otherwise.
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algorithm LIHLA
Input:

a source textS = {s1, s2, ..., sx} with x words
a target textT = {t1, t2, ..., ty} with y words
a source–target bilingual lexiconBS

a target–source bilingual lexiconBT

Output:
a setA of alignments between words inS andT

Pseudo code:
1. A← ∅
2. while alignments can still be producedand not maximum number of iterationsdo
3. for j ← 1 to x
4. setcorrespondencewindow(sj , CT , CS)
5. if sj is a special character
6. then A← A ∪ {align char(sj , CT )}
7. else
8. | if (∃ ti ∈ CT | ti = sj) then A← A ∪ {(sj : ti)} [1 : 1 alignment]
9. | else
10. | C ′

T ← CT ∩ look for translation(sj , BS)
11. | if C ′

T 6= ∅ then
12. | ti ← bestposition(sj , C

′
T )

13. | MT ← look for multiword(ti, CT , CS)
14. | if (|MT | > 1) then A← A ∪ {(sj : MT )} [1 : n alignment]
15. | else
16. | C ′

S ← CS ∩ look for translation(ti, BT )
17. | if sj ∈ C ′

S then
18. | MS ← look for multiword(sj , CS , CT )
19. | if (|MT | > 1) then A← A ∪ {(MT : ti)} [n : 1 alignment]
20. | elseA← A ∪ {(sj : ti)} [1 : 1 alignment]
21. | end then
22. | end else
23. | end then
24. | else
25. | C ′

T ← look for cognate(sj , CT )
26. | if C ′

T 6= ∅ then
27. | ti ← bestcognate(C ′

T )
28. | A← A ∪ {(sj : ti)} [1 : 1 alignment]
29. | end then
30. | end else
31. | end else
32. end else
33. end for
34. end while
35. for-each (sj : ti) ∈ A and (sj+k : ti+l) ∈ A with k, l > 1 do
36. if (k = l) then for z ← 1 to (k − 1) A← A ∪ {(sj+z : ti+z)} [1 : 1 alignment]
37. else
38. MS ← sj+1 + ... + sj+k−1

39. MT ← ti+1 + ... + ti+l−1

40. A← A ∪ {(MS : MT )} [n : m alignment]
41. end else
42. end for-each
43. return A

Figure 2. Lexical alignment algorithm of LIHLA (version 1.0)
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1 : 1 alignment is established (line 8); otherwise, LIHLA looks for possible translations
in the source–target bilingual lexicon (BS) and makes an intersection between them and
the words inCT (line 10).

In this intersection, if no candidate word identical to those inBS is found inCT

then, for each word inBS, LIHLA tries to look for cognates for this word inCT using the
longest common subsequence ratio (LCSR).4 The cognates which have been found are
added toC ′

T and the search follows with the next word inBS until all words inBS and/or
CT have already been processed. By doing this, LIHLA can deal with small changes in
possible translations such as different forms of the same verb, changes in gender and/or
number of nouns, adjectives, and so on. Furthermore, if a\(null \) is found inBS it is
added toC ′

T to allow an omission alignment to be set.

In the next step, LIHLA selects the best target candidate word, that is, that in
C ′

T which is at the best position in relation tosj (line 12), and tries to find a multiword
unit involving it (line 13). A multiword unit, in this case, is composed of words inCT

that occur immediately before and/or after the best target word (ti) and are not possible
translations of other words inCS. If a multiword unit is found then a1 : n alignment is
established (line 14); otherwise LIHLA will try to confirm the alignment verifying ifsj is
a possible translation forti (lines 16 and 17). If the translation is possible in both sides,
then a multiword unit involvingsj is also looked for (line 18) and, if it is found, an : 1
alignment is established (line 19), otherwise a1 : 1 alignment is set (line 20).

LIHLA can also deal with target words that do not occur in the source–target
bilingual lexiconBS and the set of target candidate wordsCT at the same time by looking
for cognate words forsj in CT using the LCSR and setting a1 : 1 alignment between
sj and its best cognate (lines 25 to 29). It is important to say that the steps 3 to 33 are
repeated while alignments can still be produced and a maximum number of iterations
(10 by default) is not reached (in the experiments described in this paper LIHLA has
performed on average 4 iterations for each pair of parallel texts). Furthermore, at the
first iteration, all frequent words5 are ignored to avoid erroneous alignments since all
subsequent alignments are based on the previous ones.

In the last step (lines 35 to 42), LIHLA aligns the remaining unaligned source and
target tokens between two pairs of already aligned ones (inA) establishing several1 : 1
alignments when there are the same number of source and target tokens (line 36), or just
one alignment involving all source and target tokens if they exist in different quantities
(lines 38 to 40). The decision of creatingn 1 : 1 alignments in spite of just onen : n
alignment when there is the same number of source and target tokens is due to the fact
that a1 : 1 alignment is more likely to be found than an : n.

Table 1 presents some examples ofpt –es lexical alignments produced by
LIHLA, together with their categories and the steps of the algorithm in which they were
established. The first example illustrates the case in which LIHLA did not find any target
word for the given source word during the alignment process (null is a special word

4The LCSR of two words is computed by dividing the length of their longest common subsequence by
the length of the longer word. For example, the LCSR ofpt word alinhamentoandes word alineamiento
is 10

12 ' 0.83 as their longest common subsequence isa-l-i-n-a-m-e-n-t-o.
5LIHLA considers as source/target frequent words those whose absolute frequencies together give 30%

of the total frequency of all words in the lexicon for that language.
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used in omission alignments); and the last one is an example of an alignment generated
based on two previously aligned pairs: (tão:tan) and (que:que).

Table 1. Examples of pt –es lexical alignments generated by LIHLA
Category Alignment Algorithm step

1 : 0 (por:null ) none
1 : 1 (vida:vida) 5
1 : 1 (atmosfera:atḿosfera) 25
1 : 1 (apelo:llamado) 17
1 : 2 (dos:de+los) 11
2 : 1 (só+que:pero) 16
3 : 2 (a+respeito+do:referente+al) 36
1 : 1 (tão:tan) 17
1 : 1 (bons:halag̈uẽnos) 32
1 : 1 (que:que) 5

4. Evaluation and results

For testing and evaluation purposes, we used apt –es parallel corpus (CorpusFAPESP)
composed of 1,292 articles (646 inpt and 646 ines ) from the online version of
the Brazilian scientific magazinePesquisa FAPESP.6 Thept –es CorpusFAPESP has
908,656 tokens (431,169 inpt and 477,487 ines ).

A manual reference alignment has been built with 20 pairs of parallel texts (3%)
randomly selected from the whole set. The 31,471 tokens (14,756 inpt and 16,719 ines )
in the reference corpus were manually aligned by two bilingual annotators following the
guidelines established in [Caseli et al. 2005]7 and the observed inter-annotator agreement
rate of 95% indicates that the annotations are reasonably reliable. As expected, most
of the alignments on thept –es reference corpus as annotated by the human annotators
are1 : 1 (83.85%), but other categories such as omissions (6.60%) or those involving
multiword units (9.55%) can also be found.

Alignments in the reference corpus were used to automatically evaluate those pro-
duced by LIHLA using the well-known precision, recall and alignment error rate (AER)
metrics. LetR be the set of reference alignments andA the set of alignments proposed
by the method;|A ∩′ R| stands for the number of source and target tokens found in refe-
rence (R) and proposed (A) alignments at the same time, splitting the tokens in reference
alignment between more than one proposed alignment if needed. Precision, recall and
AER (the complement of theF -measure, a combination of precision and recall metrics)
are shown below. In these experiments, AER was calculated considering all alignments as
sure links8 —as in [Wu and Wang 2004]— and not as possible and sure links— as done
in [Och and Ney 2000].

6The Pesquisa FAPESPmagazine is available athttp://revistapesquisa.fapesp.br with
parallel texts written in Brazilian Portuguese (original), English (version) and Spanish (version).

7The guidelines defined in [Caseli et al. 2005] are based on those defined for ARCADE
[Véronis and Langlais 2000] and Blinker [Melamed 1998] projects.

8A sure link is an unambiguous alignment while a possible link is an alignment that might or might not
be established since there is not a straight correspondence between source and target tokens.
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Precision= |A∩′R|
|A| Recall= |A∩′R|

|R| AER = 1− 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

Table 2. Evaluation of LIHLA per alignment category on pt –es parallel texts
Category Precision (%) Recall (%) AER (%)
1 : 1 80.21 86.59 16.72
1 : 1 – omissions 89.86 88.40 10.87
omissions 30.49 64.18 58.66
multiword units 74.21 68.72 28.64
all 83.23 86.68 15.08
all – omissions 92.48 88.32 9.65

Table 3. Evaluation of pt –es alignments not considering omission cases
Method (Train×Test) Precision (%) Recall (%) AER (%)
LIHLA 646×20 92.48 88.32 9.65
NATools 646×20 85.99 72.64 21.25
LIHLA 626×20 91.37 86.61 11.07
NATools 626×20 85.06 65.76 25.82
LIHLA 20×20 87.95 81.82 15.22
NATools 20×20 79.87 57.66 33.03

Table 2 shows the metric values per alignment category inpt –es parallel texts
and, as can be noticed, the worst AER is on omission category (58.66%) and the AER
for all categories except omissions (all – omissions) is 9.65%. From this table it is also
possible to notice the promissing results of LIHLA in the alignment involving multiword
units: 74.21% of precision and 68.72% of recall.

Table 3 presents the results of an experiment carried out in order to compare
LIHLA with another alignment system. In this experiment, the 20 pairs of parallel texts
used for testing were also aligned using the bilingual lexicons generated by NATools but,
now, considering only the best candidates (those with the highest probabilities) in both
sides (source–target and target–source) and performing only1 : 1 alignments. This ex-
periment was repeated using three pairs of bilingual lexicons which were generated from
the wholept –es CorpusFAPESP (646 pairs of parallel texts), the set without the 20
pairs used for testing (a kind of training set composed of 626 pairs of parallel texts) and
only the test set (20 pairs of parallel texts).

As it can be noticed from Table 3, LIHLA has improved the results of the method
based only on the best1 : 1 alignments in all “Train×Test” sets. Improvements are more
than 6% in precision and more than 15% in recall. Furthermore, when LIHLA was ran
with small lexicons (generated only from the test set, that is, just 20 pairs of texts) the
precision and recall were above 87% and 81% respectively, showing that the method is
robust and can achieve a satisfactory performance even with a small amount of data.

A small-scale experiment was also carried out withpt –en CorpusFAPESP ai-
ming at verifying how LIHLA would perform on a different pair of languages. Thept –
en CorpusFAPESP has also 646 pairs of parallel texts and 893,141 tokens (431,169 in
pt and 461,972 inen). Thept-en reference corpus has 10 pairs of parallel texts and
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15,900 tokens (7,631 inpt and 8,269 inen) and was aligned following the same guide-
lines mentioned previously in this section. Table 4 presents metric values (per alignment
category) onpt –en lexical alignments produced by LIHLA while Table 5 shows the re-
sults of the experiments carried out with 3 “Train×Test” sets for comparing with those
generated based only on the best candidates as pointed out by NATools.

As expected, the metric values forpt –en were lower than those forpt –es (a
decrease of 8% in precision and 11% in recall) due to the larger difference between the
languages involved. However, LIHLA has achieved interesting results 84.35% of preci-
sion and 76.39% of recall considering all categories except omissions (all – omissions)
and 64.25% of precision and 60.29% of recall on alignments involving multiword units.
Once again LIHLA has improved in more than 4% precision and in more than 14% recall
the performance of an alignment produced based only on the best candidates as pointed
out by NATools.

Table 4. Evaluation of LIHLA per alignment category on pt –en parallel texts
Category Precision (%) Recall (%) AER (%)
1 : 1 63.46 75.02 31.25
1 : 1 – omissions 77.67 76.63 22.85
omissions 20.64 58.36 69.51
multiword units 64.25 60.29 37.79
all 70.32 75.01 27.41
all – omissions 84.35 76.39 19.83

Table 5. Evaluation of pt –en alignments not considering omission cases
Method (Train×Test) Precision (%) Recall (%) AER (%)
LIHLA 646×10 84.35 76.39 19.83
NATools 646×10 78.30 62.14 30.71
LIHLA 636×10 83.40 74.53 21.29
NATools 636×10 78.50 56.98 33.97
LIHLA 10×10 67.02 56.34 38.78
NATools 10×10 61.33 36.38 54.33

In the literature, several lexical alignment evaluations point at the statistical align-
ment systems based on IBM and HMM models as the state of the art in this field. Some
results of these evaluations using the same metrics showed previously and only sure links
(to allow a comparison with our results), are presented below. As shown by the results
of the shared task described in [Mihalcea and Pedersen 2003], considering the subtask of
limited resources (in which the systems were allowed to use only the resources provided)
the best systems on Romanian–English and English–French were those based on IBM
Model 4 (82.65% best precision and 62.44% best recall) and IBM Model 2 (72.54% best
precision and 80.61% best recall), respectively.

In [Ayan et al. 2004], on Spanish–English alignments, GIZA++ achieved a preci-
sion of 72.32% and a recall of 72.28% versus 73.01% and 73.36%, respectively, achieved
by the system proposed in this paper. In [Wu and Wang 2004], on English–Chinese align-
ments, GIZA++ achieved a precision of 71.40%, a recall of 69.42% and an AER of
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29.61% while the method proposed by the authors has achieved 83.63%, 76.73% and
19.97%, respectively. In that paper, the authors also evaluated the multiword alignments
(56.65% of precision, 40.83% of recall and 52.54% of AER) with values worse than ours
(see Tables 2 and 4).

Therefore, with respect to the values reported in the refered papers for several lan-
guage pairs and considering only sure links (our case) it can be concluded that precision
lies between 71% and 84% and recall is between 61% and 81%.9

5. Concluding remarks
This paper has presented a lexical alignment method, LIHLA, which aligns words and
multiword units based on initial statistical word-to-word correspondences and language-
independent heuristics. LIHLA has been evaluated onpt –es andpt –en parallel texts
and has achieved, respectively: 92.48% and 84.35% of precision, 88.32% and 76.39% of
recall and 9.65% and 19.83% of AER. These values are in accordance with those values
reported in the literature for other language pairs, that is, 71–84% of precision and 61–
81% of recall, being even above them in thept –es parallel texts.

Furthermore, LIHLA has some advantages when compared to other lexical align-
ment methods: it does not need to be trained for a new pair of languages (as in
[Och and Ney 2000]) and neither does it require pre-processing steps (apart from toke-
nization) to handle texts (as in [Ǵomez Guinovart and Sacau Fontenla 2004]) or a large
parallel corpus since it has achieved interesting results even with a very small amount of
data. LIHLA also can deal quite well with multiword units as pointed out by the 74.21%
and 64.25% of precision and 68.72% and 60.29% of recall onpt –es andpt –en parallel
texts, respectively.

Finally, the best contribution of LIHLA is that it is based on language-independent
heuristics and, therefore, it can be applied to a new pair of languages without any modifi-
cation (as has been done withpt –es andpt –en). As future work, we aim at evaluating
LIHLA on different corpora from other genres and languages, investigating better ways
to deal with multiword units and also the impact of using sentence-aligned parallel texts
and/or additional linguistic information (such as part-of-speech tags) as its input. As a
long-term goal, LIHLA will be part of a system to learn transfer rules to machine transla-
tion from sequences of aligned words.
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